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ABSTRACT
Representation of multiple sequence alignments of
protein families in terms of position-specific scoring
matrices (PSSMs) is commonly used in the detection
of remote homologues. A PSSM is generated with
respect to one of the sequences involved in the mul-
tiple sequence alignment as a reference. We have
shown recently that the use of multiple PSSMs corre-
sponding to an alignment, with several sequences in
the family used as reference, improves the sensitivity
of the remote homology detection dramatically.
MulPSSM contains PSSMs for a large number of
sequence and structural families of protein domains
with multiple PSSMs for every family. The approach
involvesuseofaclusteringalgorithmtoidentifymost
distinct sequences corresponding to a family. With
each one of the distinct sequences as reference, mul-
tiplePSSMshavebeengenerated.Thecurrentrelease
of MulPSSM contains 33000 and 38000 PSSMs
corresponding to 7868 sequence and 2625 structural
families. A RPS_BLAST interface allows sequence
searchagainstPSSMsofsequenceorstructuralfami-
lies or both. An analysis interface allows display and
convenientnavigationofalignmentsanddomainhits.
MulPSSM can be accessed at http://crick.mbu.iisc.
ernet.in/~mulpssm.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple sequence alignments of protein families are com-
monly represented as hidden Markov models (HMMs)
(1–4) or position-speciﬁc scoring matrices (PSSMs) (5).
Tremendous power of such protein proﬁles in enabling the
detection of remote homologues is well known. For example,
PSI_BLAST (5) uses PSSM generated, at the end of every
round of search, as an input to the next round. Such a use of
dynamic PSSMs is known to be extremely effective in the
detectionofdistantrelativesofqueryinthesequencedatabase.
RPS_BLAST and IMPALA use a database of static PSSMs
corresponding to homologous proteins and enables rapid
match of the query sequence with various PSSMs in the data-
base (6,7). Programs employing PSSM matching algorithms
are generally faster than the HMM matching programs and are
commonly used in large-scale analyses (8,9).
Recently we have focused on an important and sensitive
feature of PSSMs (10). It is the use of a reference sequence in
the construction of a PSSM starting from a multiple sequence
alignment. Reference sequence should be any one of the
sequences involved in the multiple sequence alignment.
Basically, PSSM integrates two kinds of information at
every alignment position of a multiple sequence alignment.
(i) Extent of occurrence of each of the 20 residue types.
(ii) Potential of replacement of the residue in the reference
sequence with each one of the 20 residue types. The reference
sequence corresponds to the query in the case of PSI_BLAST.
For RPS_BLAST searches, reference sequence for generating
a PSSM is chosen arbitrarily from the multiple sequence align-
ment. Hence, the PSSMs generated for a multiple sequence
alignment with different homologues as reference sequences
will be different. It has been shown convincingly that the
sensitivity of the PSSM is strongly dependent on the choice
of the reference sequence. During RPS_BLAST searches use
of multiple PSSMs corresponding to different reference
sequences for a given alignment results in remarkably
improved speciﬁcity, sensitivity and error rate compared
with the use of single PSSM corresponding to an alignment
and even HMM (10).
In this paper, we report the ready availability of multiple
PSSMs for every multiple sequence alignment corresponding
to large datasets of sequence and structural families. A web
interface allows convenient use of RPS_BLAST to search
these datasets of multiple PSSMs and analysis of results.
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MulPSSM database consists of PSSMs of protein domain
sequence and structural families. The set of protein domain
sequence families corresponds to Protein Families Database of
alignments and HMMs (Pfam version 17.0), which consists of
7868 families (11,12). The seed alignments available in
PfamA version have been used in the present work. The data-
set of structural domain families has been obtained from the
latest update of the database on phylogeny and alignment of
homologous protein structures (PALI release 2.4) correspond-
ing to 2625 families (13,14). The list of protein domain fami-
lies of known structures in PALI release 2.4 has been obtained
from 1.67 release of structural classiﬁcation of proteins
(SCOP) database (15,16). The multiple sequence alignments
in PALI families have been derived on the basis of three-
dimensional structural superposition of homologues using
structural alignment of multiple proteins (STAMP, version
4.2) program (17). Homologues of yet unknown structure
corresponding to the PALI families have been identiﬁed by
mining the Universal Protein Resource (UNIPROT) database
(18,19) using PSI_BLAST (E and h value cut-offs are 10
5
and 10
6 respectively; cut-off for both query length coverage
in the alignment and sequence identity are ﬁxed at 30%).
Generationof multiple PSSMs with two very closely related
sequences as references is unlikely tobe worthwhileand it will
unnecessarily add to the computer time while searching the
PSSM database. Hence choice of reference sequences from a
multiple sequence alignment should be optimalso that it maxi-
mizes the sensitivity during search in the PSSM database and
minimizes the computer time. Hence we clustered sequences
in every family of protein domains and identiﬁed a set of most
disperse sequences within each family. Blastclust was used for
the generation ofclusters ofnon-redundant sequences from the
set of homologues of the family sequences (5). In order to
identify optimal level of clustering following exercise was
performed: the clustering was performed at cut-offs of
30–100% sequence identity for 250 randomly picked SCOP
families. The sequences in PALI database were then queried
against the multi PSSM database at each cut-off value. The
number of true positives (Superfamily- or Fold-related
sequences) and false positives (class-related or across class
connections) were found for each cut-off value to assess the
sensitivity and speciﬁcity of the proﬁles generated at each cut-
off. It was found that at a sequence identity cut-off of 70%,
the sensitivity of the method was equal to the sensitivity at
100% sequence identity cut-off whereas the number of proﬁles
had decreased from 25000 at 100% cut-off to 14000 at 70%
cut-off. At a sequence identity cut-off of 50%, the sensitivity is
75% of the sensitivity at 100% cut-off. Apart from this point,
considering the time taken for search that is dependent on the
number of PSSMs in the database a cut-off of 50% was chosen
as optimal. In our previous work, we have shown that in the
multiple PSSM approach, the false positive rate is 2% at an
E-value cut-off of 10
5 (10). The false positive rate remains
the same after clustering the sequences at a cut-off of 50%
sequence identity. For the structural families, the multiple
sequence alignments were biased towards the structure-
based alignment of the family. In principle, generation of
proﬁles can be carried out using sequence-based alignments
alone and it would make no difference to the quality of proﬁles
if the sequences are not very divergent. In case of very diver-
gent sequences, the structural alignments are more accurate
than sequence alignments and thus in such cases, using the
structural information will lead to more robust proﬁles.
GENERATION OF PSI_BLAST PROFILES
After identifying the reference sequences present in the mul-
tiple sequence alignment using the clustering algorithm, the
following procedure is used for the generation of PSSMs. The
multiple sequence alignment and the reference sequence are
given as inputs to a PSI_BLAST run to iterate against a data-
base of sequences present in the input multiple sequence align-
ment. In such iterative searches, any hit identiﬁed is already
present in the multiple sequence alignment fed to the search
program. Hence, the proﬁle generated corresponds to the mul-
tiple sequence alignment fed to the PSI_BLAST program. The
PSSMs output from such PSI_BLAST runs form MulPSSM
database.
The current version of MulPSSM database consists of
33000 and 38000 PSSMs corresponding to 7868 sequence
and 2625 structural families, respectively. We believe, based
on our earlier analysis (10), that the use of multiple proﬁles
for each family can lead to better annotation of genome
sequences than is provided by HMM based or single proﬁle
based searches. For example, the protein gi|23508377 from
Plasmodium falciparum is annotated as a hypothetical protein
in the NCBI genome database. Using PSI_BLAST search or
Pfam HMM based searches no known domain could be
detected in the sequence with signiﬁcant E-values. Using
the multiple PSSM approach, we detected the relationship
between this protein and the family of a Peptidase_M10.
The E-value is 10
4 with a sequence identity of 22% over
the alignment length of about 80 residues. Such observations
generate reasonable hypothesis for exploration using experi-
mental studies.
WEB INTERFACE
In the MulPSSM website (http://crick.mbu.iisc.ernet.in/
~mulpssm), users can select datasets of PSSMs corresponding
to either sequence families or structural families or both.
Although we recommend an E-value cut-off of 10
4, the
choice of E-value is left to the users. The results are repre-
sented in pictorial form, with ASCII characters, to show the
presence of various domains that may be present in the query
sequence. Links are provided to the alignment corresponding
to the PSSM with the best E-value, list of all the proﬁles within
and across families that are hit to the query, links to the details
of the families (Figure 1).
Lists of all the sequence and structural families are provided
in the MulPSSM site with alignments and indication of ref-
erencesequencesforeach family.Referencesequencesusedin
every family are shown highlighted and the user can download
all the PSSMs corresponding to a given family for use in a
local machine in a RPS_BLAST search. The complete set of
all the PSSMs may be obtained from the authors upon request.
This set is expected to be invaluable for rapid and sensitive
genome-wide domain assignments.
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